Business furniture.

Quality, form and function.
Officeworks has all the furniture you need to create a stylish, comfortable workspace that speaks volumes about your business. We offer the widest range of high-quality products at low prices, plus our end-to-end Workspace Solutions service employs a highly skilled team of specialists to manage your furniture upgrade. Whatever you need for your business workspace, we're here to help you make bigger things happen.
Workspace furniture is an investment in your business, so it pays to have a brand you can trust to provide all your workspace needs.

**Highest quality, guaranteed.**
All our furniture comes with warranties of up to 10 years, from best-in-class manufacturers and suppliers. We also source furniture that meets rigorous manufacturing standards and has environmental certification for best practice.

**Widest range of business furniture.**
We sell everything from ergonomic chairs and height-adjustable desks to boardroom and breakout area furniture.

**Creating the ideal workspace for your business.**
With expert advice and tailored solutions, our Workspace Solutions Specialists can showcase products or provide advice for a complete office refresh or fit-out (see page 63).

**Browse and order easily.**
With 165+ stores nationwide and a user-friendly ordering platform, we make purchasing easy. Our Click & Collect service allows you to order furniture online and pick it up from your nearest store (see page 46).

**Receive and set up your furniture quickly.**
Take advantage of our next-day delivery service and furniture assembly service (page 46), so your new furniture is ready to use sooner.*

**Low prices guaranteed.**
Remember, all our furniture is backed by the Officeworks 5% price beat guarantee,* so you know you’re getting the best value for money.

To learn more about our full range of furniture, speak to a friendly team member in-store or visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

---

*Our price beat guarantee: if you find an identical stocked item at a lower price, we’ll beat it by 5%. Exclusions apply. See website for terms and conditions.
Choosing the right furniture for you.

Comfortable, functional furniture is a key contributor to productivity, focus and quality work. These icons help you quickly and easily identify the features and benefits of our wide range of business-grade products so you can choose the right furniture for you.

Chairs.

- **8+ HOURS PER DAY**
- **KG CAPACITY**
- **ERGONOMIC**
- **BACK TILT**
- **BACK HEIGHT**
- **SEAT TILT**
- **ARMREST**
- **RESISTANT**
- **SCRATCH GRADE**
- **BUSINESS MANAGEMENT**
- **CABLE**
- **DESK**
- **SIT STAND**

**Look for the AFRDI rated tick.**

- **AFRDI**
- **AFRDI Rated Load**
- **AFRDI Green Tick**
- **AFRDI Blue Tick**

Spending long, continuous hours sitting can add stress to your spine. Choose a chair most suitable to the number of hours spent at your desk.

Knowing the load limit of a chair is important to make sure it’s appropriate for its use.

These chairs let you adjust the height of the back to help improve your posture.

Seats with this icon let you lean back in your chair instead of sitting upright all the time.

The seat of these chairs can tilt forwards to improve your posture while working at a desk.

Chairs with adjustable armrests encourage good posture and can relieve tension from the shoulder and neck areas.

The whole chair is able to recline relative to the floor so you can find a comfortable seating angle.

It doesn’t matter what height you are, these seats have an easy height-adjustment feature.

**Desks and filing.**

- **High-quality business furniture, designed for 24/7 use and backed by warranties of up to 10 years.**
- **Sit stand desks allow you to adjust the height of your desktop so you can alternate between sitting and standing while working.**
- **Built-in cable management to help organise and easily identify cables, as well as keep your workspace clear.**
- **Scratch-resistant pieces help keep your workspace looking its best for longer.**

The Forest Stewardship Council provides an internationally recognised global certification scheme, ensuring that forests are managed responsibly. By choosing products with the FSC logo, you can be sure that the materials have been sourced sustainably.

**Set up your ergonomic workspace.**

Our ergonomic seating, adjustable workstations, desks and foot supports create the healthiest possible set-up for a productive and safe work environment. Our business furniture range is designed to optimise each person’s specific workspace.

Here are a few tips for setting up your ergonomic workspace.

- **Head**
  - Directly over shoulders without straining forward or backward, about an arm’s length from screen.

- **Neck**
  - Bangtled and relaxed.

- **Shoulders**
  - Kept down, with the chest open and wide.

- **Back**
  - Upright or inclined slightly forward from the hips. Maintain the slight natural curve of the lower back.

- **Elbows**
  - Relaxed, at about a right angle.

- **Wrists**
  - Relaxed and in a neutral position without flexing up or down.

- **Fingers**
  - Gently curved.

- **Keyboard**
  - Best when kept flat (for proper wrist positioning) and at or just below elbow level.

- **Screen**
  - At eye level or slightly lower.

- **Knees**
  - Relaxed and in a neutral position without flexing up or down.

- **Chair**
  - Sloped slightly forward to facilitate proper knee position.

- **Feet**
  - Firmly planted on the floor. Shorter people may need a footrest.
Seating.

Our wide selection of business-grade chairs includes ergonomic task chairs, stylish and comfortable executive chairs, and occasional chairs for reception and breakout areas.

Matrix II Medium-Back Ergonomic Chairs
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 490mm

**BLACK PAMAT2MBK** $149
- 5 or more: $135

Also shown:
- Royal Navy PAMAT2MBBE
- Charcoal PAMAT2MBGY

- Fixed Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $39
- Height-Adjustable Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $69
- Chrome Height-Adjustable Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $79

Matrix Mesh Deluxe Heavy-Duty Chairs
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 490mm

**BLACK PAMATXMEBK** $168

Also shown:
- Mocha PAMATXMKBN
- Charcoal PAMATXMKCH
- Dark Navy PAMATXMKDN
- Olive PAMATXMKGN
- Orange PAMATXMKOR
- Royal Navy PAMATXMKRN

- Fixed Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $39
- Height-Adjustable Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $69
- Chrome Height-Adjustable Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $79

Enduro Heavy-Duty Mesh Chairs
- Ratchet backrest height adjustment
- 3-lever mechanism
- Full seat height: 570mm
- Seat width: 520mm
- Seat depth: 510mm

**BLACK PAPREHDMBK** $249

Also shown:
- Brown PAPREHDMKB
- Charcoal PAPREHDMKC
- Dark Navy PAPREHDMKD
- Orange PAPREHDMKO

- Fixed Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $39
- Height-Adjustable Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $69
- Chrome Height-Adjustable Armrests
  - IN Юр Đầu.: $79

WARRANTY

- 5 YEARS
- 10 YEARS
- 130KG
- 160KG
- 8+ PER DAY
- 8+ PER DAY
- GAS LIFT
- ERGONOMIC
- BACK TILT
- SEAT TILT

Add height-adjustable armrests for $69.

Built-in lumbar support on backrest.

Moulded foam seat and 2-lever mechanism.

Add height-adjustable armrests for $69.

Moulded foam seat and 3-lever mechanism.

Add height-adjustable armrests for $69.

Moulded foam seat and 3-lever mechanism.

Add height-adjustable armrests for $69.

Extra-wide seat with moulded foam for extra comfort.

Extra-wide seat with moulded foam for extra comfort.
Matrix High-Back Deluxe Heavy-Duty Mesh Chairs
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 490mm

*Black PAMAT2HBMK* $199

Also available:
- Burgundy PAMAT2HABD
- Charcoal PAMAT2HACH
- Dark Navy PAMAT2HARD
- Mustard PAMAT2HARD
- Olive PAMAT2HARD
- Orange PAMAT2HARD
- Pearl PAMAT2HARD
- Plum PAMAT2HARD
- Tan PAMAT2HARD
- Violet PAMAT2HARD

Supportive mesh provides ventilation and comfort.

Matrix High-Back Heavy-Duty Ergonomic Chairs
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 490mm

*Black PAMAT2HBMK* $199

Also available:
- Burgundy PAMAT2HBGD
- Charcoal PAMAT2HCHG
- Dark Navy PAMAT2HBGD
- Mustard PAMAT2HBGD
- Olive PAMAT2HBGD
- Orange PAMAT2HBGD
- Pearl PAMAT2HBGD
- Plum PAMAT2HBGD
- Tan PAMAT2HBGD
- Violet PAMAT2HBGD

Built-in lumbar support.

Flash Deluxe Heavy-Duty Ergonomic Chairs
- Full seat height: 590mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 445mm

*Black PAFLA2HBBK* $199

Also available:
- Burgundy PAFLA2HABD
- Charcoal PAFLA2HACH
- Dark Navy PAFLA2HARD
- Mustard PAFLA2HARD
- Olive PAFLA2HARD
- Orange PAFLA2HARD
- Pearl PAFLA2HARD
- Plum PAFLA2HARD
- Tan PAFLA2HARD
- Violet PAFLA2HARD

Extra-wide back and seat.

Flash Deluxe Heavy-Duty Ergonomic Chairs with Armrests
- Full seat height: 590mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 445mm

*Black PAFLA2HBDK* $268

Also available:
- Burgundy PAFLA2HBDK
- Charcoal PAFLA2HBCH
- Dark Navy PAFLA2HBDK
- Mustard PAFLA2HBDK
- Olive PAFLA2HBDK
- Orange PAFLA2HBDK
- Pearl PAFLA2HBDK
- Plum PAFLA2HBDK
- Tan PAFLA2HBDK
- Violet PAFLA2HBDK

Wide moulded foam seat for extra comfort.

Matrix High-Back Deluxe Heavy-Duty Chairs with Armrests
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 490mm

*Black PAMAT2HABK* $268

Also available:
- Burgundy PAMAT2HABK
- Charcoal PAMAT2HACG
- Dark Navy PAMAT2HABK
- Mustard PAMAT2HABK
- Olive PAMAT2HABK
- Orange PAMAT2HABK
- Pearl PAMAT2HABK
- Plum PAMAT2HABK
- Tan PAMAT2HABK
- Violet PAMAT2HABK

Ratchet back adjustment mechanism.

Matrix High-Back Heavy-Duty Ergonomic Chairs with Armrests
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 490mm

*Black PAMAT2HABK* $268

Also available:
- Burgundy PAMAT2HABK
- Charcoal PAMAT2HACG
- Dark Navy PAMAT2HABK
- Mustard PAMAT2HABK
- Olive PAMAT2HABK
- Orange PAMAT2HABK
- Pearl PAMAT2HABK
- Plum PAMAT2HABK
- Tan PAMAT2HABK
- Violet PAMAT2HABK

Wide moulded foam seat for extra comfort.

©Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone. Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.

See page 12 for optional accessories to customise your ergonomic chair.
Optional accessories to customise your ergonomic chair.

These accessories fit the Matrix High-Back Heavy-Duty Ergonomic Chair, the Matrix High-Back Deluxe Heavy-Duty Mesh Chair, and the Flash Deluxe Heavy-Duty Ergonomic Chair. These optional upgrades allow you to customise your chair to suit your workspace. All accessories are business grade, with AFRDI blue certification.

### Fixed Chair Armrests
- Durable polypropylene construction
  - $39

### Height-Adjustable Chair Armrests
- Helps find a comfortable position
  - $69

### Chrome Height-Adjustable Armrests
- Stylish alloy with polypropylene construction
  - $79

### 3D Height-Adjustable Armrests
- Adjust up and down, forward and backward, inward and outward
  - $79

### Super Deluxe Seat with 3-Lever Mechanism
- Seat width: 545mm
- Seat depth: 490mm
  - $129

### Professional Ergonomic Heavy-Duty Mesh Chair
- Full seat height: 560mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 500mm
  - $265ea. (5 or more)

### Professional Ergonomic Heavy-Duty Fabric Chair
- Full seat height: 570mm
- Seat width: 505mm
- Seat depth: 510mm
  - $265ea. (5 or more)

### Optional Accessories

#### Fixed Chair Armrests
- Durable polypropylene construction
  - $39

#### Height-Adjustable Chair Armrests
- Helps find a comfortable position
  - $69

#### Chrome Height-Adjustable Armrests
- Stylish alloy with polypropylene construction
  - $79

#### 3D Height-Adjustable Armrests
- Adjust up and down, forward and backward, inward and outward
  - $79

#### Super Deluxe Seat with 3-Lever Mechanism
- Seat width: 545mm
- Seat depth: 490mm
  - $129

#### Professional Ergonomic Heavy-Duty Mesh Chair
- Full seat height: 560mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 500mm
  - $265ea. (5 or more)

#### Professional Ergonomic Heavy-Duty Fabric Chair
- Full seat height: 570mm
- Seat width: 505mm
- Seat depth: 510mm
  - $265ea. (5 or more)

#### Professional Ergonomic Heavy-Duty Chairs
- 3-lever mechanism
- Height-adjustable arms
- Full seat height: 570mm
- Seat width: 505mm
- Seat depth: 510mm
  - Mesh Back
    - Green $297
    - Grey $297
    - Red $297
    - Blue $297
  - Fabric Back
    - Green $297
    - Grey $297
    - Red $297
    - Blue $297

#### Radar Plus Synchro Heavy-Duty Ergonomic Chairs
- Mesh back and contoured moulded foam seat with fabric upholstery
- Synchronised back and seat tilt mechanism
- Adjustable lumbar support
- Matching visitor chair also available
- Full seat height: 560mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 500mm
  - Black $249 (5 or more $225ea)

Also shown:
- Blue $249
- Red $249

Take to an Officeworks team member for more information on optional upgrades.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
**Doncaster High-Back Ergonomic Chair**
- Mesh back with fabric-upholstered seat
- Full seat height: 560mm
- Seat width: 600mm
- Seat depth: 510mm

**JBMATFSSGY**
$369 5 or more $356ea.

**Pago Mesh High-Back Executive Chair**
- Mesh back with leather-look padded seat
- Stylish chrome base
- Full seat height: 470mm
- Seat width: 500mm
- Seat depth: 520mm

**JBMONAHBBK**
$229

**Monaco Ergonomic Chair**
- Seat slider
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 625mm
- Seat depth: 490mm

**JBMONAHBBK**
$369 5 or more $335ea.

**Sonic Executive Ergonomic Chair**
- Lightweight aluminium frame and base
- Synchro tilt mechanism
- Full seat height: 545mm
- Seat width: 540mm
- Seat depth: 540mm

**PAEXECHBBK**
$99

**Matrix Big & Tall Fabric Chair**
- Extra-wide seat with a wider and higher back to ensure correct support for big and tall users
- Fully upholstered fabric back and seat
- Full seat height: 595mm
- Seat width: 590mm
- Seat depth: 510mm

**JBMATXMBBK**
$299

**Matrix Big & Tall Mesh Chair**
- Mesh back with fabric-upholstered seat
- Stylish chrome base
- Lumbar support
- Full seat height: 610mm
- Seat width: 625mm
- Seat depth: 580mm

**JBMATXHBBK**
$349 5 or more $335ea.

**Yorkshire Executive Chair**
- Leather-look upholstery with extra-wide back and seat
- Full seat height: 560mm
- Seat width: 550mm
- Seat depth: 520mm

**JBWASHCHBK**
$270ea.

**Hilton Chair**
- Full seat height: 605mm
- Seat width: 520mm
- Seat depth: 460mm

**JBMATXHBBK**
$179 5 or more $165ea.

**Maryland Executive Medium-Back Chair**
- Upholstered leather-look back and seat
- Aluminium armrests and base
- Full seat height: 440mm
- Seat width: 440mm
- Seat depth: 500mm

**JBMATMSSBK**
$270ea.

**Matrix Executive Medium-Back Chair**
- Upholstered leather-look back and seat
- Aluminium armrests and base
- Full seat height: 470mm
- Seat width: 470mm
- Seat depth: 460mm

**PAEXECHBBK**
$315ea.

**Oslo Executive Chair**
- Full seat height: 520mm
- Seat width: 500mm
- Seat depth: 440mm

**JBMATMSSBK**
$119

**Franklin Chair**
- Full seat height: 470mm
- Seat width: 470mm
- Seat depth: 460mm

**PAEXECHBBK**
$169 5 or more $155ea.

**Washington Ergonomic Chair**
- Leather-look upholstered back and seat
- Full seat height: 560mm
- Seat width: 540mm
- Seat depth: 510mm

**JBMATXMBBK**
$299 5 or more $270ea.

**Yorkshire Executive**
- Inner-spring seat for extra comfort.
- Height-adjustable back.

**JBMATFSSGY**
$270ea.

**Harvard Executive Chair**
- Thick padded back and seat for comfort
- Full seat height: 580mm
- Seat width: 530mm
- Seat depth: 350mm

**JBMATFSSGY**
$249 5 or more $235ea.

**Hilton Chair**
- Full seat height: 605mm
- Seat width: 520mm
- Seat depth: 460mm

**JBMATXMBBK**
$179 5 or more $165ea.

© Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone. Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks' assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories are not included.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
Sit stand furniture.

More and more people are discovering the benefits of standing throughout the day to improve blood flow and reduce long-term back problems. Available in a range of styles, you can add a desk to the top of your existing workstation, or choose from our range of electric and manual height-adjustable desks. Then give yourself extra support with one of our many stools to complement your sit stand workspace.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
**Sit stand furniture.**

Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.

Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

---

**Professional Sit Stand Desk**
- Suitable for dual-monitor use
- Vertical height adjustment
- Built-in tablet groove
- Comes semi-assembled – complete by attaching keyboard tray
- Weight capacity: 15kg when lifting
- Height-adjustment range: 150-500mm

890 W x 790 D x 150-500mm H
Black: $269
White: $245ea.

Also shown: White $299ea.

---

**Matrix Desktop Sit Stand Desk**
- Suitable for single monitor or laptop use
- Includes a keyboard tray for convenience
- Weight capacity: 8kg when lifting

800 W x 510 D x 140-429mm H
White: $169
Black: $181ea.
White: $154ea.

---

**Wynston Sit Stand Desk Large**
- Suitable for dual-monitor use
- Extendable keyboard tray
- Gas lift height-adjustment mechanism
- Weight capacity: 12kg when lifting
- Comes fully assembled
- E3 board worktop finish in melamine with PVC edging

900 W x 530 D x 165-415mm H
Black: $199
White: $181ea.

Also shown: White $181ea.

---

**Professional Electronic Sit Stand Desk**
- Suitable for dual-monitor use
- Large workspace for writing on desktop and using your mouse on the keyboard tray
- Vertical height adjustment
- Built-in tablet groove
- Comes semi-assembled – complete by attaching keyboard tray
- Weight capacity: 15kg when lifting
- Height-adjustment range: 150-480mm

890 W x 790 D x 150-480mm H
Black: $329
White: $345ea.

Also shown: White $349ea.

---

© Officeworks. This symbol represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone. Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.
Matrix Gas Lift Height-Adjustable Desk
- Gas lift height-adjustment mechanism
- Weight capacity: 12kg when lifting
1500 W x 700 D x 750-1155mm H
White JBMGLD15BW $349

Matrix Height-Adjustable Portable Table
- Gas lift height-adjustment mechanism
- Lockable castors
- Built-in tablet groove
- Weight capacity: 2.5kg when lifting
750 W x 750 D x 750-1050mm H
Oak/Black JBJESC15B $199
Also shown: White/Silver JBJESC15W

Matrix Gas Lift Height-Adjustable Table
- Height-adjustment range: 655-1035mm
- Gas lift height-adjustment mechanism
- Weight capacity: 5kg when lifting
800 W x 800 D x 655-1035mm H
White JBMAGLTSQB $199 10 or more $180ea.

Matrix Manual Height-Adjustable Desk
- Foldaway height-adjustment handle
- Adjustable feet to ensure stability
- Cable management ports to keep cords tidy
- Weight capacity: 100kg
1500 W x 700 D x 750-1055mm H
White MMNA2DEK $249

Matrix Manual Height-Adjustable Workstation
- Foldaway height-adjustment handle
- Adjustable feet to ensure stability
- Cable management ports to keep cords tidy
- Weight capacity: 100kg
1500 W x 1500 W x 700 D x 750-1055mm H
White MMNA81SET $399

Matrix Electric Height-Adjustable Desk
- Height-adjustment range: 705-1155mm
- Control pad for easy height adjustment
- Cable management ports to keep cords tidy
- Weight capacity: 100kg
1500 W x 700 D x 750-1155mm H
White MMHEA2DEK $399

Matrix Electric Height-Adjustable Table
- Height-adjustment range: 655-1155mm
- Control pad for easy height adjustment
- Cable management ports to keep cords tidy
- Weight capacity: 100kg
800 W x 800 D x 655-1155mm H
White JBMHDA15Q $199
10 or more $180ea.

Matrix Gas Lift Height-Adjustable Table
- Height-adjustment range: 655-1035mm
- Gas lift height-adjustment mechanism
- Weight capacity: 5kg when lifting
800 W x 800 D x 655-1035mm H
White JBMAGLTSQB $199 10 or more $180ea.

Matrix Electric Height-Adjustable Desk
- Height-adjustment range: 705-1155mm
- Control pad for easy height adjustment
- Cable management ports to keep cords tidy
- Weight capacity: 100kg
1500 W x 700 D x 750-1155mm H
White MMHEA2DEK $399

Matrix Electric Height-Adjustable Workstation
- Foldaway height-adjustment handle
- Adjustable feet to ensure stability
- Cable management ports to keep cords tidy
- Weight capacity: 100kg
1500 W x 1500 W x 700 D x 750-1055mm H
White MMHEA81SET $399

Matrix Electric Height-Adjustable Workstation
- Foldaway height-adjustment handle
- Adjustable feet to ensure stability
- Cable management ports to keep cords tidy
- Weight capacity: 100kg
1500 W x 1500 W x 700 D x 750-1055mm H
White MMHEA81SET $399

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
**Stilford Electric Desk Frames**  
- Height-adjustment range: 675–1230mm  
- Height-adjustment speed: 25mm per second  
- Anti-collision mechanism stops movement when it senses an obstruction  
- Memory function with ability to save 4 preset heights  
- Available in black or white  

**Stilford Electric Desktops**  
- EO 25mm board  
- 3mm ABS edging  
- Scalloped edge for monitor arms  
- Attachment and tidy cable management  

**Stilford Electric Height-Adjustable Desk**  
- Desk size W x D: 1800 x 750mm  
- Return size W x D: 1050 x 600mm  
- 750mm depth  

**Stilford Electric Return Corner Workstation**  
- Desk size W x D: 1800 x 750mm  
- Return size W x D: 1050 x 600mm  

**Stilford Electric Radius Corner Workstation**  
- Desk size W x D: 1800 x 1800mm  
- Return size W x D: 1050 x 600mm  

**Sit Stand Furniture**  
- Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you.  
- Accessories not included.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desk</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code 1</th>
<th>Code 2</th>
<th>Code 3</th>
<th>Code 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Stilford Electric Desk  
1500 W x 750mm D | $579 | S2ED18WEKT | S2ED18WWEK | S2ED15WEKT | S2ED15WWEK |
| 1800 W x 750mm D | $599 | S2ED18WEKT | S2ED18WWEK | S2ED15WEKT | S2ED15WWEK |
| Stilford Electric Return Corner Workstation  
Desk: 1800 W x 750mm D | $999 | S2EC18WWEK | S2EC18WWEK | S2EC15WWEK | S2EC15WWEK |
| Return: 1050 W x 600mm D | $1,049 | S2EC18WWEK | S2EC18WWEK | S2EC15WWEK | S2EC15WWEK |
| Stilford Electric Radius Corner Workstation  
1800 W x 1800mm W | $1,099 | S2ERC18WEK | S2ERC18WEK | S2ERC15WEK | S2ERC15WEK |
| Stilford Electric 2 Person Back to Back Workstation  
Workstation size W x D: 1500 x 1536mm | $1,418 | S2EC18BWEK | S2EC18BWEK | S2EC15BWEK | S2EC15BWEK |
| Desk size W x D: 1800 x 750mm | $1,488 | S2ED18WWEKT | S2ED18WWEKT | S2ED15WWEKT | S2ED15WWEKT |
| Stilford Electric 4 Person Back to Back Workstation  
Workstation size W x D: 3000 x 1536mm | $2,865 | S2EC18BWEK | S2EC18BWEK | S2EC15BWEK | S2EC15BWEK |
| Desk size W x D: 1800 x 750mm | $3,005 | S2ED18WWEKT | S2ED18WWEKT | S2ED15WWEKT | S2ED15WWEKT |

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
## Sit Stand Furniture

- **Stilford Electric Desk Cable Tray**
  - Protects cables and keeps them tidy underneath the desk
  - Features separation for power and data
  - For use with Stilford Electric Straight Desks
  - Stilford Electric Desk Bracket is required to fit this item
  - Talk to an Officeworks Workspace Solutions Specialist about power and data soft wiring options available
  - To suit 1500mm-wide desks
  - Also available: Black SSECTRANSB

- **Stilford Electric Desk Bracket**
  - Attach Stilford Electric Desk Cable Tray and Stilford Professional Screens in 900, 1250 and 1400mm height to Stilford Electric Straight Desks using this bracket
  - Comes in a set of 2
  - Accessories not included:
    - White SESC25WE
    - Also available: Black SESC25BK
    - To suit 1800mm-wide desks

- **Stilford Professional Screens**
  - Available in 1500mm and 1800mm widths to suit the Stilford Electric Desk range
  - Screens remain at fixed height while desktop height is adjusted
  - Available in 1500mm and 1800mm widths to suit the Stilford Electric Desk range

- **Stilford Modesty Panel**
  - To suit 1500mm-wide desks
  - Also available: White JSMOD15WE
  - To suit 1800mm-wide desks
  - Also available: White JSMOD18WE

- **Stilford Screen Accessories**
  - Metal Shell
    - Black JSSHELLBK $59
    - Also available: White JSSHELLWE
  - Document Tray
    - Black JSDOCTRANSB $15
    - Also available: White JSDOCTRANWE
  - Magazine Tray
    - Black JSMAGTRANBK $36
    - Also available: White JSMAGTRANWE
  - Pencil Cup
    - Black JSPENCPUBK $7
    - Also available: White JSPENCPUE
  - Multi Tray
    - Black JSMULTTRANBK $15
    - Also available: White JSMULTTRANWE

- **Sit Stand Stool**
  - 360-degree swivel seat for easy movement
  - Upholstered fabric-padded seat
  - Full seat height: 840mm
  - Seat width: 340mm
  - Seat depth: 340mm

- **Kasino Gas Lift Stool**
  - Padded leather-look seat for easy movement
  - Upholstered fabric-padded seat
  - Full seat height: 860mm
  - Seat width: 355mm
  - Seat depth: 355mm

- **Matrix Multifunction Tilt Chair**
  - Mesh back and fabric-upholstered padded seat
  - Flip-back armrests
  - Full seat height: 840mm
  - Seat width: 350mm
  - Seat depth: 330mm

- **Matrix Sit Stand Stool**
  - Upholstered fabric-padded seat
  - Full seat height: 840mm
  - Seat width: 340mm
  - Seat depth: 340mm

- **Matrex Sit Stand Stool**
  - Upholstered fabric-padded seat
  - Full seat height: 840mm
  - Seat width: 340mm
  - Seat depth: 340mm

- **Professional Sit Stand Stool**
  - Moulded foam seat with waterproof fabric upholstery
  - Easily accessible ring for seat height adjustment
  - Full seat height: 850mm
  - Seat width: 380mm
  - Seat depth: 380mm

- **Deluxe Drafting Chair**
  - Padded leather-look seat
  - Full seat height: 805mm
  - Seat width: 350mm
  - Seat depth: 355mm

- **Matrix Mesh Drafting Chair**
  - Mesh back and fabric-upholstered padded seat
  - Full seat height: 750mm
  - Seat width: 310mm
  - Seat depth: 410mm

### Power and data soft wiring options available.
- Talk to an Officeworks Workspace Solutions Specialist for more information (see page 63)

Desks and workstations.

Our range of business desks, workstations and tables are configured to ensure optimal comfort and productivity over the workday. With built-in features like cable management systems and under-desk storage space, you’re sure to find a solution perfect for any office size.

Ashton Desk
- Stylish elevated desktop design
- Adjustable feet to ensure stability
- Cable management port to keep the desk tidy
- Large modesty panel gives the desk extra strength
- E1 board with melamine finish
- Weight capacity: 80kg
- 1600 W x 750 D x 740mm H

JBASHDESK $269
10 or more $245ea.

Ashton Return Desk
- Create a corner workstation and add more working space to your Ashton Desk by connecting it with the Ashton Return Desk
- 1000 W x 600 D x 740mm H

JBASHRTN $149
10 or more $135ea.

Ashton 3 Drawer Pedestal
- 2 stationery drawers and 1 filing drawer suitable for foolscap suspension files
- Lockable drawers
- 474 W x 480 D x 650mm H

JBASH3PED $189
10 or more $172ea.

Ashton Lateral Filing Cabinet
- Fits foolscap suspension files
- Lockable drawers
- Weight capacity per drawer: 30kg
- Comes fully assembled
- 900 W x 555 D x 684mm H

JBASH2DCAB $289
10 or more $263ea.

Ashton Bookcase
- Height-adjustable shelves
- 800 W x 350 D x 1800mm H

ASHBKCSEKT $299

WARRANTY: 5 YEAR
RESISTANT: SCRATCH
GRADE: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CABLE:
Toro Range

- Constructed from E1 board with melamine finish

Straight Desk
1500 W x 750 D x 750mm H  JBTORO15DK  $179
1800 W x 800 D x 750mm H  JBTORO18DK  $199
3 Drawer Pedestal
450 W x 450 D x 900mm H  JBTORO3PED  $179

Straight Desk
1500 W x 750 D x 750mm H  JBTORO15DK  $179
1800 W x 800 D x 750mm H  JBTORO18DK  $199
3 Drawer Pedestal
450 W x 450 D x 900mm H  JBTORO3PED  $179

Credenza
1500 W x 450 D x 900mm H  JBTORO12CRDKT  $249

Toro Corner Workstation
- Cable management port to keep your cables tidy
- Weight capacity: 80kg

1500 W x 1500 W x 600 D x 750mm H  TOR15CWSKT  $269
1800 W x 1800 W x 750 D x 730mm H  TOR18CWSKT  $329

Toro Return Desk
- Create a corner workstation and add more working space to your Toro Straight Desk by connecting it with the Toro Return Desk
- Weight capacity: 80kg
- 1200 W x 600 D x 730mm H

453 W x 530 D x 720mm H  CPVELR9ØBW  $149
1200 W x 600 D x 720mm H  CPVELR6ØBW  $169
10 or more  $117ea.

Toro Meeting Table
- 900mm diameter size suitable for 3–4 people
- 1200mm diameter size suitable for 5–6 people

900 Dia x 720mm H  JBTORO9MT  $129
1200 Dia x 720mm H  JBTORO12MT  $159
10 or more  $116ea.

Toro Locking Cupboard
- Lockable doors
- Height-adjustable shelves
- 900 W x 450 D x 1800mm H

450 W x 450 D x 1800mm H  JBTORO3PED  $249

Bookcase
900 W x 355 D x 1800mm H  JBTOS36C  $179
10 or more  $163ea.

Credenza
1500 W x 450 D x 900mm H  JBTORO12CRDKT  $249

Velocity Range – Beech/White
- 100% Australian made and owned
- Constructed from high-quality Laminex E0 board with 2mm ABS edging

Desk
1500 W x 750 D x 750mm H  CPVELD15BW  $219
1800 W x 900 D x 750mm H  CPVELD18BW  $249

Return Desk
900 W x 600 D x 720mm H  CPVELR9ØBW  $149
1800 W x 1800 W x 750 D x 720mm H  CPVELR75BW  $449

3 Drawer Pedestal
453 W x 530 D x 720mm H  CPVLEE36BW  $249

Hutch
900 W x 320 D x 1080mm H  CPVELEH9ØBW  $199
1200 W x 320 D x 1080mm H  CPVELEH12BW  $299

Workstation
1800 W x 1800 W x 600 D x 720mm H  CPVELW6ØBW  $399
1800 W x 1800 W x 750 D x 720mm H  CPVELW75BW  $449

3 Drawer Pedestal
453 W x 530 D x 720mm H  CPVLEE36BW  $249

Round Table
900 Dia x 720mm H  CPVELRT9ØB  $199
1200 Dia x 720mm H  CPVELRT12BW  $299

Velocity Bookcases
900 W x 400 D x 900mm H  CPVLELBC9ØB  $189
900 W x 400 D x 1800mm H  CPVLELBC18B  $239

Velocity Buffet
900 W x 400 D x 720mm H  CPVLEBC9ØB  $229
1200 W x 400 D x 720mm H  CPVLEBC12B  $299

Velocity Cupboards
900 W x 400 D x 900mm H  CPVLECSC9ØB  $299
900 W x 400 D x 1800mm H  CPVLECSC18B  $399

© Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.
Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories are not included.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
Matrix Office Desk Collection
- Scratch-resistant melamine-finished desktops
- Powdercoated steel frame for extra durability
- Adjustable feet to ensure stability
- Modesty panel for privacy
- Cable management ports on desktops to keep cords tidy

Matrix Office Desk
1500 W x 700 D x 750mm H MAODK15KT $189
1800 W x 700 D x 750mm H MAODK18KT $229

Matrix Office Corner Workstation
1500 W x 1500 W x 700 D x 750mm H MAOWS15KT $339
1800 W x 1800 W x 700 D x 750mm H MAOWS18KT $379

Matrix 2 Person Desks
- Includes one 300mm-high privacy screen partition
- Each worktop size: 1600 x 700mm
- Scalloped desktops to keep cords tidy and aid placement of monitor arms
- Adjustable feet for stability
- 1600 W x 1400 D x 750mm H (without screen)
  M2PBDSDKT $399

Matrix 4 Person Workstation
- Includes two 300mm-high privacy screen partitions
- Each worktop size: 1400 x 700mm
- Scalloped desktops to keep cords tidy and aid placement of monitor arms
- Adjustable feet for stability
- Melamine-finish worktop
- 2800 W x 1400 D x 750mm H (without screens)
  M4PBDSDKT $599

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.
Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.
Desks and workstations.

Ø Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.

Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

Stilford Professional Desks
- ED 25mm board
- 2mm ABS edging
- Scallop edge for monitor arms and tidy cable management

Stilford Professional Desks
Desk size W x D
1200 x 700mm
1500 x 700mm
1800 x 700mm
1200 x 750mm
1500 x 750mm
1800 x 750mm
1200 x 800mm
1500 x 800mm
1800 x 800mm

Stilford Professional Return Corner Workstation
Desk size W x D
1500 x 700mm
1500 x 750mm
1500 x 800mm
1800 x 700mm
1800 x 750mm
1800 x 800mm

Stilford Professional Radius Corner Workstation
- 750mm depth
Desk size W x W
1800 x 1800mm

Stilford Professional Frames
- Available in 3 different frame styles and black or white colour options
- Adjustable beams to suit desktops 1200–1800mm wide

White
Oak
Walnut
White with Oak Edge
White with Black Edge

Stilford Professional Desktops
• E0 25mm board
• 2mm ABS edging
• Scalloped edge for monitor arms and tidy cable management

Stilford Professional 2 Person Straight Desk
Workstation size W x D
Desk size W x D
1500 x 700mm
1500 x 750mm
1500 x 800mm
1800 x 700mm
1800 x 750mm
1800 x 800mm

Stilford Professional 2 Person Back to Back Workstation
Workstation size W x D
Desk size W x D
1500 x 1452mm
1500 x 1532mm
1500 x 1632mm
1800 x 1432mm
1800 x 1532mm
1800 x 1632mm

Stilford Professional 2 Person Back to Back Workstation with Returns
Workstation size W x D
Desk size W x D
Return size W x D
1500 x 1452mm
1500 x 1532mm
1500 x 1632mm
1800 x 1432mm
1800 x 1532mm
1800 x 1632mm

Stilford Professional 4 Person Back to Back Workstation
Workstation size W x D
Desk size W x D
3000 x 1452mm
3000 x 1532mm
3000 x 1632mm
3600 x 1452mm
3600 x 1532mm
3600 x 1632mm

Stilford Professional 4 Person Back to Back Workstation with Returns
Workstation size W x D
Desk size W x D
Return size W x D
3000 x 3007mm
3000 x 3007mm
3000 x 3007mm
3600 x 3007mm
3600 x 3007mm
3600 x 3007mm

Stilford Professional 4 Person Radius Corner Workstation
- 750mm depth
Workstation size W x W
Desk size W x W
3002 x 1800mm
3002 x 1800mm
3002 x 1800mm

Stilford Professional 4 Person Radius Corner Workstation
- 750mm depth
Workstation size W x W
Desk size W x W
3002 x 1800mm
3002 x 1800mm
3002 x 1800mm

White Oak Walnut
White with Oak Edge
White with Black Edge

10 YEARS WARRANTY

© When you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.
Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.
Return Corner Workstation
Desk: 1500 W x 750mm D
Return 1500 W x 500mm D
$379

Stilford Professional Desk
1200 W x 750mm D
$229
1500 W x 750mm D
$249
1800 W x 750mm D
$269

1800 W x 900mm H
1500 W x 900mm H
1200 W x 900mm H
750 W x 900mm H
Available sizes:
900mm High

To suit 900mm-high screens

• Black JBSC4W14BK
• White JBDSKMBWE

Also available:
White JBSHELFWE
White JBSCDOCTWE
Grey Fabric

• Protects cables and keeps the space beneath the desk tidy

Black JBSCDOCTBK
Black JBSHELFBK
Metal Shelf Black JBSCDOCTBK $69

Also available: White JBSCDOCTWE Black JBSHELFW $59

4 Way Screen Connectors
To suit 525mm-high screens

• Black JBSFXDCTBK $69
• White JBSHELFWE $15

Also available: Black JBSHELFBK $69

Standing Feet
Stilford Professional Screen
• Attach to Stilford Professional Screens to create free-standing partitions
• Link multiple screens using 4 Way Screen Connectors
• Comes in a set of 2
• Includes 4 glides and 4 castors
White JBSC4W14WE $69

Also available: Black JBSC4W14BK $69

Stilford Screen Desk Mount Bracket
• Allow Stilford Professional Screens to overhang desktops
• Comes in a set of 2
Black JBSFXDCTBK $69

Also available: White JBSFXDCTWE

Stilford Modesty Panel
To suit 1500mm-wide desks

White JBSMOD12WE $59

Also available: Black JBSMOD12BK $59

To suit 1500mm-wide desks

Black JBSTANFTBK $10

Also available: White JBSTANFTWE

Power and data soft wiring options available.
Talk to an Officeworks Workspace Solutions Specialist for more information (see page 63).

© Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone. Most furniture on these pages comes flat-packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included. *Subject to manufacturing lead time: items produced when ordered.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

Talk to an Officeworks team member for information on desk configurations and sizes available.
Reception and meeting areas.

Our high-quality range of reception desks, lounges and meeting tables ensures that first impressions last. With quick assembly and a selection of designs and configurations, you’re sure to find a solution perfect for any office size.

Matrix Reception Counter
- Front feature panel provides space to affix business branding
- Large desktop workspace behind counter
- Constructed from E0 board with scratch-resistant finish
- Adjustable feet for levelling
- Weight capacity: 80kg

2000 W x 605 D x 1075mm H MARECEPTKT $499
3000 W x 605 D x 1075mm H MARECEPTKT $999

Stilford Reception Counters
- Stylish elevated oak countertop design
- Large desktop workspace behind counter
- Constructed from E0 board with scratch-resistant finish
- Adjustable feet for levelling
- Weight capacity: 80kg

2000 W x 825 D x 1075mm H SRECPC2MKT $999
3000 W x 825 D x 1075mm H SRECPC3MKT $1,399

Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone. Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories are not included.
Reception and meeting areas.

Cambridge Fabric Lounge Range
- Padded foam seat with commercial-grade fabric upholstery and chrome feet
1 Seater 940 W x 730 D x 740mm H JBCAM1SEGY $299
2 Seater 1420 W x 730 D x 740mm H JBCAM2SEGY $399
3 Seater 1980 W x 730 D x 740mm H JBCAM3SEGY $549

Preston Lounge Range
- Padded foam seat with durable leather-look upholstery
1 Seater 920 W x 800 D x 830mm H JBPRE1SEBK $299
2 Seater 1420 W x 800 D x 830mm H JBPRE2SEBK $399
3 Seater 2070 W x 800 D x 830mm H JBPRE3SEBK $549
Ottoman 1010 W x 520 D x 370mm H JBPRLCOTBK $149

Manchester Lounge Range
- Polished chrome frame
- Padded foam seat with leather-look upholstery
1 Seater 890 W x 730 D x 725mm H JBMAN1SEBK $299
2 Seater 1440 W x 730 D x 725mm H JBMAN2SEBK $399

Matrix Easy Care Anti-Bacterial Chair*
- Steel frame with leather-look upholstery
- Anti-microbial properties help stop bacteria and mould growth, which makes this chair ideal for health clinics
- Seat height: 490mm
- Seat width: 590mm
- Seat depth: 510mm
- 630 W x 730 D x 880mm H JBHCARESSN $249

Matrix Easy Care Anti-Bacterial Arm Chair*
- Features armrests for increased comfort
- Steel frame with leather-look upholstery
- Anti-microbial properties help stop bacteria and mould growth, which makes this chair ideal for health clinics
- Seat height: 490mm
- Seat width: 590mm
- Seat depth: 510mm
- 670 W x 730 D x 880mm H JBHCARESSE $299

Matrix Easy Care Anti-Bacterial Extra-Wide Arm Chair*
- Extra-wide seat for big and tall users
- Steel frame with leather-look upholstery
- Anti-microbial properties help stop bacteria and mould growth, which makes this chair ideal for health clinics
- Seat height: 490mm
- Seat width: 700mm
- Seat depth: 510mm
- 780 W x 730 D x 880mm H JBHCARESSW $349

Matrix Easy Care Anti-Bacterial High-Back Arm Chair*
- Designed to provide additional back support
- Steel frame with leather-look upholstery
- Anti-microbial properties help stop bacteria and mould growth, which makes this chair ideal for health clinics
- Seat height: 490mm
- Seat width: 590mm
- Seat depth: 510mm
- 670 W x 730 D x 1055mm H JBHCARESST $399

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone. Most furniture on these pages comes flat-packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included. *Available from December 2018.
Matrix Round Meeting Table
- Sits up to 4 people
- Melamine finish
- Weight capacity: 40kg
- 800 W x 1200 D x 750mm H
Minimump:
$349

Matrix Standing Meeting Room Table
- Scratch-resistant melamine-finished desktop
- Grey steel frame with adjustable feet for levelling
- Weight capacity: 100kg
1200 W x 700 D x 1050mm H
Minimump:
$289
1600 W x 1000 D x 1050mm H
Minimump:
$349

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

© Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an additional fee if purchased online or over the phone.
Most furniture on these pages comes flat-packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.
Stilford Round Meeting Table
- Sits up to 4 people
- Stylish chrome base
- Weight capacity: 30kg
- 900 Dia x 750mm H

$179

Stilford Square Meeting Table
- Sits up to 4 people
- Stylish chrome base
- Weight capacity: 30kg
- 900 W x 900 D x 750mm H

$179

Stilford Flipstop Tables
- Flipstop mechanism for easy storage
- Lockable castors for mobility and positioning
- Weight capacity: 45kg

1500 W x 700 D x 750mm H
JRSTFLT15 $269 10 or more $245ea.

1800 W x 700 D x 750mm H
JRSTFLT18 $299 10 or more $272ea.

Stilford Meeting Tables
- Scratch-resistant melamine-finish tabletop
- Stylish black and chrome base
- Weight capacity: 50kg

1800 W x 1200 D x 750mm H SMEETT18KT $349

2400 W x 1200 D x 750mm H SMEETT24KT $459

Stilford Meeting Table
3000 W x 1200 D x 750mm H SMRT3000KT $769

3600 W x 1200 D x 750mm H SMRT3600KT $799

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
Lifetime Stackable Chairs
- Steel frame with all-weather finish
- Made of UV-protected high-density polyethylene
- Stackable up to 14 units for easy storage

White LTSTACKWHITE $42.98 14 or more $35ea.
Also shown: Black LTSTACKBLACK

Newport Conference Chairs
- Thick padded seat and back with fabric upholstery
- Stackable up to 6 units
Black JBNEWPOVBK $79 9 or more $70ea.
Also shown: Grey JBNEWPOVGY

Eastwood Visitor Chairs
- Heavy-duty moulded plastic back and seat
- Airspace in back for ventilation
- Built-in handle on back to easily move chairs
- Stackable up to 10 units
JBEASTWVBK $89 9 or more $80ea.

Pago Ultra Training Chairs and Training Tablet
- Black mesh back with black fabric seat
- Fixed-height loop armrests
- Seat folds up to allow chairs to nest within each other for convenient storage
Chair JAPATRANCH $99
Training Tablet JAPATRANTAB $49

Sturdy steel frame
Optional training tablet accessory

Lifetime Commercial Stacking Tables
- Rust-resistant powdercoated steel frame
- UV-protected tabletop for outdoor use
- Self-locking table frame with wishbone leg design for extra strength

6 Foot Rectangular
1828 W x 762 D x 736mm H LITSTACK $79

5 Foot Round
1524 Dia x 737mm H LI5TFTRND $169

Lifestyle Commercial Stacking Tables and Table Carts
11 x 6 Foot Rectangular Stacking Tables and 1 Table Cart
K6FTSTCKTC $1,068

10 x 5 Foot Round Stacking Tables and 1 Table Cart
K5FTRNDTC $1,889

Lifetime Table Cart
- Holds up to 11 Lifetime 6 Foot Rectangular Commercial Stacking Tables or 10 Lifetime 5 Foot Round Stacking Tables
- Weight capacity: 300kg
- Low-profile design for easy loading and transport
LIT11TCART $199

Includes connectors to secure multiple chairs side by side

Weight capacity: 90kg
Weight capacity: 97kg

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
Choose your level of service.

Delivery options.
We offer a variety of delivery options for customers located in metro areas, such as next-day delivery if an item is in stock. Regional and country areas are covered by non-metro deliveries. As deliveries to these areas involve travelling further, they incur charges and longer delivery times.

Large items that require extra handling may incur a charge of $39.95 for metro orders and take up to 3 business days for delivery. Special orders or items that weigh over 200kg may be subject to an additional delivery charge.

Click & Collect.
Delivery to your preferred store is FREE regardless of the amount of your order if you use our Click & Collect service. Products that are in stock at your selected store will be ready for collection within 2 hours. Products that need to be delivered to your selected store are subject to store delivery lead times.

Assemble-it service.
Let the experts from our Assemble-it service take care of the assembly of your newly purchased furniture. For a small fee, you can arrange for a furniture specialist to come to your business and turn a flat-pack into a fully assembled and ready-to-use piece of furniture in no time.

View the full range of business furniture online.
While this book contains a comprehensive selection of our business furniture, and our stores display some of the range, there’s a lot more available for purchase on our dedicated business furniture website. View the complete range at officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

**New early education range.**

Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.

Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks' assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.

---

**Preschool and Kindergarten**
- 265mm seat height
- Suits student height 95–115cm
- Australian standard size mark violet
- Suitable for ages 4–5 years
- Wide stable legs designed to prevent rocking
- Ergonomic seat curve for comfort
- Easy wipe clean
- Stackable up to 8 units

**Junior Primary**
- 360mm seat height
- Suits student height 125–155cm
- Australian standard size mark red
- Suitable for ages 8–11 years
- Wide stable legs designed to prevent rocking
- Ergonomic seat curve for comfort
- Easy wipe clean
- Stackable up to 8 units

**Senior Primary**
- 390mm seat height
- Suits student height 140–170cm
- Australian standard size mark green
- Suitable for ages 11–14 years
- Wide stable legs designed to prevent rocking
- Ergonomic seat curve for comfort
- Easy wipe clean
- Stackable up to 8 units

**Secondary School**
- 455mm seat height
- Suits student height 160–190cm
- Australian standard size mark blue
- Suitable for ages 14–18 years
- Wide stable legs designed to prevent rocking
- Ergonomic seat curve for comfort
- Easy wipe clean
- Stackable up to 8 units

---

© Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.
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Studymate Young Adjustable Square Tables

- Desktop size 600 x 600mm
- Height-adjustment range 375–575mm
- Rounded edge design for safety
- Scratch-resistant melamine tabletop
- Tested to the Australian Standards

Studymate Young Adjustable Trapezoid Tables

- Desktop size 1150 x 600mm
- Height-adjustment range 375–575mm
- Rounded edge design for safety
- Scratch-resistant melamine tabletop
- Tested to the Australian Standards

Studymate Young Adjustable Moon Tables

- Desktop size 900mm diameter
- Height-adjustment range 375–575mm
- Rounded edge design for safety
- Scratch-resistant melamine tabletop
- Tested to the Australian Standards

Studymate Young Adjustable Rectangle Tables

- Desktop size 1150 x 600mm
- Height-adjustment range 375–575mm
- Rounded edge design for safety
- Scratch-resistant melamine tabletop
- Tested to the Australian Standards

Studymate Young School Desks

- Desktop size 700 x 500mm
- Height-adjustment range 670–790mm
- 30kg weight capacity desk
- 5kg weight capacity storage tub

School Desk [KBSCHDSKWE] $89
School Desk and Storage Tub [SMSCHSKWE] $103.98

Talk to an Officeworks team member for more information about our new education furniture range.
Experience seamless online shopping.

Whether you’re browsing furniture to plan your workspace, or you know what you need and are ready to order, our online shopping experience is here to help make bigger things happen for your business.

**Product information.**
Visit us online to find more detailed product information to help you find the right furniture. There are informative product information videos to highlight important features, extended image galleries including 360-degree images to see chairs from all sides, and workspace inspiration images to help create an office that combines function and style. Our helpful assembly instruction videos will guide you through any assembly steps and have you ready to work in no time.

**Shop anywhere, anytime.**
Whether you’re on your desktop computer or mobile device, our seamless online shopping experience will allow you to shop anywhere, anytime.

**Easier checkout.**
With our easy-to-use shopping cart, stock availability and multiple delivery options, placing orders is fast, convenient and simple.

**30 Day Business Account.**
With a 30 Day Business Account you can manage everyone’s spend in the one place. Save time with our easy account sign-up, integrated Biller Direct payments, and account balance viewing at checkout. Plus you can take advantage of 30 days interest free.

**Buy now, pay later.**
Purchase today and pay back over 12 months with no interest, for purchases over $1,000.¹ For more information, see officeworks.com.au/zip

View the complete range at officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

---

¹All 30 Day Business Account approvals are subject to credit approval.
²For approved applicants only. The repayment advertised is to repay the purchase over 12 months interest free for purchases over $1,000 – does not include the $6 monthly account fee or a $25 establishment fee which may apply to new customers. Minimum monthly payments required. Any balance outstanding after 12 months will be charged interest at the standard annual percentage rate, currently 19.9%. Credit provided by zipMoney Payments Pty Ltd (ABN 63 644 430 165, Australian Credit Licence Number 441391).
Stilford 3 Drawer Mobile Pedestals
- 2 stationery drawers and 1 filing drawer
- Lockable drawers
- Anti-tilt 5th castor underneath filing drawer
- Fully extendable drawers mounted on premium ball-bearing runners
- Fits foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Stationery drawer weight capacity: 10kg each
- Filing drawer weight capacity: 25kg
- 400 W x 520 D x 615mm H

Black JBST3DPDBK $169
8 or more $154ea.

Also shown:
Silver JBST3DPDSR White JBST3DPDWE

Stilford Professional Mobile Caddies
- 2 stationery drawers and 1 filing drawer
- Lockable drawers and roller door
- 1 adjustable shelf
- Suitable for Foolscap suspension files
- 1050 W x 463 D x 570mm H
- Available in left or right side configuration

Right Side/Black JSMC1RDBK $349 4 or more $317ea.

Also available: Right Side/White JSMC1RDEWH
Left Side/White JSMC1LDEWH $349 4 or more $317ea.

Also available: Left Side/Black JSMC1LDBK

Matrix Filing Cabinets
- T-handle drawer system for effortless opening
- Heavy-duty double-extension ball-bearing runners
- Anti-tilt mechanism for added safety
- Fitted with barrel exchange locks
- Weight capacity per drawer: 20kg

2 Drawer 460 W x 620 D x 728mm H
White JWMA2DFCWE $199 8 or more $180ea.

Also available: Black JWMA2DFCBK

3 Drawer 460 W x 620 D x 1030mm H
Black JWMA3DFCBK $249 4 or more $226ea.

Also available: White JWMA3DFCWE

4 Drawer 460 W x 620 D x 1332mm H
White JWMA4DFCWE $299 4 or more $271ea.

Also available: Black JWMA4DFCBK

Steelco 2 Drawer Mobile Pedestals
- 2 filing drawers
- Lockable drawers
- Anti-tilt 5th castor underneath filing drawer
- Fully extendable drawers mounted on premium ball-bearing runners
- Fits Foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Stationary drawer weight capacity: 25kg
- 470 W x 515 D x 630mm H

Graphite OL2DMPGR $199

Also shown:
Silver OL2DMPSL White OL2DMPWH

Steelco 3 Drawer Mobile Pedestals
- 2 stationery drawers and 1 filing drawer
- Lockable drawers
- Anti-tilt 5th castor underneath filing drawer
- Fully extendable drawers mounted on premium ball-bearing runners
- Fits Foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Stationary drawer weight capacity: 10kg each
- Filing drawer weight capacity: 25kg
- 470 W x 515 D x 630mm H

Graphite OL3DMPGR $229

Also shown:
Silver OL3DMPSL White OL3DMPWH

Mercury Filing Cabinets
- T-handle drawer system for effortless opening
- Heavy-duty double-extension ball-bearing runners
- Anti-tilt mechanism for added safety
- Fitted with barrel exchange locks
- Drawer fronts include a label holder
- Weight capacity per drawer: 30kg

2 Drawer 470 W x 620 D x 700mm H
Graphite OLMVF2GR $239

Also available:
White OLMVF2WS Silver OLMVF2SG

3 Drawer 470 W x 620 D x 1015mm H
White OLMVF3WS $289

Also available:
Silver OLMVF3SG Graphite OLMVF3GR

4 Drawer 470 W x 620 D x 1320mm H
Silver OLMVF4SG $319

Also available:
White OLMVF4WS Graphite OLMVF4GR

Stilford Professional Mobile Caddies
- 2 stationery drawers and 1 filing drawer
- Lockable drawers and roller door
- 1 adjustable shelf
- Suitable for Foolscap suspension files
- 1050 W x 463 D x 570mm H
- Available in left or right side configuration

Right Side/Black JSMC1RDBK $349 4 or more $317ea.

Also available: Right Side/White JSMC1RDEWH
Left Side/White JSMC1LDEWH $349 4 or more $317ea.

Also available: Left Side/Black JSMC1LDBK

© Where you see this symbol, an represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an additional fee if purchased online or over the phone.

Most furniture items on these pages are flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories are included.
Stilford Filing Cabinets
- Stylish brushed aluminum drawer handles
- Heavy-duty ball-bearing runners
- Anti-tilt mechanism for added safety
- Fitted with barrel exchange locks
- Fits Foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Weight capacity per drawer: 40kg

2 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 723mm H
Graphite JBSTIL2DFCGR $209
Also available:
Black JBSTIL2DBK
White JBSTIL2DFCW

3 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 1023mm H
White JBSTIL3DFCW $279
Also available:
Black JBSTIL3DBK
Graphite JBSTIL3DFCGR
Silver JBSTIL3DFCSL

4 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 1323mm H
Black JBSTIL4DBK $349
Also available:
Graphite JBSTIL4DFCGR
Silver JBSTIL4DFCSL

Also shown/available:
Black JBSTIL4DFCW
White JBSTIL4DFCW

Matrix Lateral Filing Cabinets
- Anti-tilt safety mechanism
- Fits Foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Lockable drawers with 2 keys supplied
- Weight capacity per drawer: 37kg

2 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 723mm H
Black JBMAL2DFCB $339
Also available:
White JBMAL2DFCW
Silver JBMAL2DFCSL

Also available:
3 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 1030mm H
Black JBMAL3DFCB $579
Also available:
White JBMAL3DFCW
Graphite JBMAL3DFCGR
Silver JBMAL3DFCSL

Also available:
4 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 1332mm H
Black JBMAL4DFCB $889
Also available:
Graphite JBMAL4DFCGR
Silver JBMAL4DFCSL

Steelco Vertical Filing Cabinets
- Recessed handle design
- Heavy-duty double-extension ball-bearing runners
- Anti-tilt mechanism for added safety
- Drawer fronts include full-length label holders for easy identification
- Fitted with barrel exchange locks
- Weight capacity per drawer: 35kg

2 Drawer 470 W x 620 D x 710mm H
Silver OLV2DFCSL $249
Also available:
White OLV2DFCWH
Graphite OLV2DFCGR

3 Drawer 470 W x 620 D x 1015mm H
White OLV3DFCWH $294
Also available:
Graphite OLV3DFCGR
Silver OLV3DFCSL

4 Drawer 470 W x 620 D x 1320mm H
Graphite OLV4DFCGR $334
Also available:
White OLV4DFCWH
Silver OLV4DFCSL

A3 3 Drawer 580 W x 620 D x 1320mm H
White OLV3DFCA3W $629

Also shown:
Graphite OLV2DFCGR
Silver OLV2DFCSL

Stylised Filing Cabinets
- Stylish brushed aluminum drawer handles
- Heavy-duty ball-bearing runners
- Anti-tilt mechanism for added safety
- Fitted with barrel exchange locks
- Fits Foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Weight capacity per drawer: 40kg

2 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 723mm H
Graphite JBSTIL2DFCGR $209
Also available:
Black JBSTIL2DBK
White JBSTIL2DFCW

3 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 1023mm H
White JBSTIL3DFCW $279
Also available:
Black JBSTIL3DBK
Graphite JBSTIL3DFCGR
Silver JBSTIL3DFCSL

4 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 1323mm H
Black JBSTIL4DBK $349
Also available:
Graphite JBSTIL4DFCGR
Silver JBSTIL4DFCSL

Also shown/available:
Black JBSTIL4DFCW
White JBSTIL4DFCW

Matrix Lateral Filing Cabinets
- Anti-tilt safety mechanism
- Fits Foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Lockable drawers with 2 keys supplied
- Weight capacity per drawer: 37kg

2 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 723mm H
Black JBMAL2DFCB $339
Also available:
White JBMAL2DFCW
Silver JBMAL2DFCSL

Also available:
3 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 1030mm H
Black JBMAL3DFCB $579
Also available:
White JBMAL3DFCW
Graphite JBMAL3DFCGR
Silver JBMAL3DFCSL

Also available:
4 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 1332mm H
Black JBMAL4DFCB $889
Also available:
Graphite JBMAL4DFCGR
Silver JBMAL4DFCSL

Steelco Lateral Filing Cabinets
- Fitted with barrel exchange locks
- Anti-tilt mechanism and counterweight installed for added stability
- Weight capacity per drawer: 60kg

2 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 723mm H
Graphite JBMAL2DFCGR $209
Also available:
Black JBMAL2DFCB
White JBMAL2DFCW

3 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 1030mm H
White JBMAL3DFCW $279
Also available:
Black JBMAL3DFCB
Graphite JBMAL3DFCGR
Silver JBMAL3DFCSL

4 Drawer 900 W x 463 D x 1332mm H
White JBMAL4DFCW $349
Also available:
Black JBMAL4DFCB
Graphite JBMAL4DFCGR
Silver JBMAL4DFCSL

Also shown:
Graphite JBMAL4DFCGR
Silver JBMAL4DFCSL

Stilford Filing Cabinets
- Stylish brushed aluminum drawer handles
- Heavy-duty ball-bearing runners
- Anti-tilt mechanism for added safety
- Fitted with barrel exchange locks
- Fits Foolscap and A4 suspension files
- Weight capacity per drawer: 40kg

2 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 723mm H
Graphite JBSTIL2DFCGR $209
Also available:
Black JBSTIL2DBK
White JBSTIL2DFCW

3 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 1023mm H
White JBSTIL3DFCW $279
Also available:
Black JBSTIL3DBK
Graphite JBSTIL3DFCGR
Silver JBSTIL3DFCSL

4 Drawer 463 W x 620 D x 1323mm H
Black JBSTIL4DBK $349
Also available:
Graphite JBSTIL4DFCGR
Silver JBSTIL4DFCSL

Also shown/available:
Black JBSTIL4DFCW
White JBSTIL4DFCW

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
Stilford Lockers
- Individual lock and key for each door
- Ventilation louvres for air circulation
- Comes fully assembled
- 305 W x 456 D x 1805mm H

1 Door JBSTLOCK1D $199 4 or more $181ea.
2 Door JBSTLOCK2D $209 4 or more $190ea.
4 Door JBSTLOCK4D $219 4 or more $199ea.

Stilford Metal Stationery Cabinet
- 3-point locking system
- 3 height-adjustable shelves
- Weight capacity per shelf: 40kg
- Requires assembly
- 921 W x 461 D x 1821mm H

JSTMETCAB $299 4 or more $272ea.

Stilford Professional Tambours
- Retractable doors do not take up walkway or aisle space
- Lockable doors with 2 keys supplied
- Includes adjustable shelves
- Weight capacity per shelf: 80kg
- Comes fully assembled

900 W x 463 D x 1015mm H
White JBST9Ø1ØWE $489 4 or more $445ea.
Also available: Black JBST9Ø1ØBK $549 4 or more $499ea.

1200 W x 463 D x 1015mm H
White JBST121ØWE $549 4 or more $499ea.
Also available: Black JBST121ØBK $799 4 or more $726ea.

Stilford Professional Planter Boxes
- Steel construction with a matte powdercoated finish
- Anti-slip feet
- Comes fully assembled
- 914 W x 463 D x 2000mm H

White OLST2Ø91WH $399
Also available: Silver OLST2Ø91SL

Graphite OLST2Ø91GR

Stilford Stationery Cabinets
- Steelco Stationery Cabinets
  - Fitted with barrel exchange locking system
  - 3-point locking mechanism
  - Weight capacity per shelf: 40kg
  - Comes fully assembled
  - 954 W x 463 D x 1015mm H
  - White OLST1Ø91WH $279
  - Graphite OLST1Ø91GR $399
  - Also available: Silver OLST1Ø91SL

Steelco Stationery Cabinets
  - 954 W x 463 D x 2000mm H
  - Graphite OLST2Ø91GR $399
  - Also available: White OLST2Ø91SR

Stilford Lockers
- 900 W x 463 D x 2000mm H
  - White JBST9Ø2ØWE $929 4 or more $845ea.
  - Also available: Black JBST9Ø2ØBK

Steelco Stationery Cabinets
  - 1200 W x 463 D x 2000mm H
  - Black JBST122ØBK $799 4 or more $726ea.
  - Also available: White JBST122ØWE

Steelco Stationery Cabinets
- Includes 4 adjustable shelves.

Steelco Stationery Cabinets
- Includes 2 adjustable shelves.

Steelco Stationery Cabinets
- Includes 5 adjustable shelves.

Steelco Stationery Cabinets
- Includes 2 adjustable shelves.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
Steelco Sliding Door Cupboards
- Steel construction with matte powdercoated finish
- Lockable doors with 2 keys supplied
- Includes 2 adjustable shelves
- Weight capacity per shelf: 40kg

964 W x 465 D x 1015mm H
White OLSC1Ø91WH $449
Also available: Graphite OLSC1Ø91GR $499

1500 W x 465 D x 1015mm H
Black OLSC1Ø15BK $599
White OLSC1Ø15WH $699

Stilford Professional Sliding Door Cabinets
- Steel construction with matte powdercoated finish
- Lockable doors with 2 keys supplied
- Includes 2 adjustable shelves
- Weight capacity per shelf: 60kg

955 W x 463 D x 1015mm H
White JBSSDC91WE $399
4 or more $363ea.
Also available: Black JBSSDC91BK

1500 W x 463 D x 1015mm H
Black JBSSDC15BK $599
White JBSSDC15WE $699
Also available: White OLSC1Ø15WH

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture

Sandleford Portable 3 Key Storage Safe
- Padlock design
- Interior: 70 W x 20 D x 45mm H
SANFTS3 $190

Masterlock Small Combination Portable Key Safe
- Holds up to 2 keys
- Flexible cover protects combination from weather and dirt
- Interior: 60 W x 25 D x 30mm H
ML5406DAU $99ea.

Karbon Titan Digital Fireproof Safe 11.6L
- Emergency override key function
- Designed to withstand up to 927°C
- Exterior: 415 W x 401 D x 453mm H
- Interior: 300 W x 215 D x 180mm H
KARTITNSFD $229

J.Burrows Fireproof Chest 6.7L
- Fits A4 paper
- Exterior: 380 W x 280 D x 305mm H
- Interior: 300 W x 220 D x 95mm H
JBFHC $69.98

Anchor Digital Anti-Theft Safe 15.6L
- Emergency override key function
- Exterior: 405 W x 335 D x 230mm H
- Interior: 400 W x 270 D x 225mm H
JBANC $109

SureSafe Laptop Anti-Theft Safe 21.6L
- Emergency override key function
- Exterior: 405 W x 335 D x 230mm H
- Interior: 400 W x 270 D x 225mm H
SANLTSFB $109

Fortress Digital Anti-Theft Safe 39L
- Includes removable shelf
- Emergency override key function
- Exterior: 355 W x 310 D x 500mm H
- Interior: 345 W x 250 D x 495mm H
SANFORTSF $179

J.Burrows Fireproof Chest 9L
- Fits A4 paper
- Exterior: 414 W x 342 D x 175mm H
- Interior: 340 W x 230 D x 115mm H
JBFHC $89

Karbon Fire and Waterproof Chest 9L
- Fits A4 paper
- Exterior: 422 W x 351 D x 358mm H
- Interior: 340 W x 230 D x 115mm H
SSFHW4Ø2ØØ $189

Filing and storage.
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Steelco Sliding Door Cupboards
- Fitted with barrel exchange locking system
- Shelves are adjustable in 32mm increments
- Weight capacity per shelf: 40kg

964 W x 465 D x 1015mm H
White OLSC1Ø91WH $449
Also available: Graphite OLSC1Ø91GR $499

1500 W x 465 D x 1015mm H
Black OLSC1Ø15BK $599
White OLSC1Ø15WH $699

© Where you see this symbol, it represents a zero. Big and Bulky items are delivered for an extra fee if purchased online or over the phone.
Most furniture on these pages comes flat packed, ready to assemble, or let Officeworks’ assembly service take care of it for you. Accessories not included.
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Hammerfast Heavy-Duty Storage Shelving Units
• Boltless construction
• Height-adjustable shelves
3 Shelf
900 W x 430 D x 1800mm H
ASTM A36
$99 10 or more $90ea.
5 Shelf
900 W x 430 D x 1800mm H
ASTM A36
$119ea. 10 or more $100ea.

Hammerfast Heavy-Duty 5 Shelf Storage Unit
• Can be set up as 5 tiers or 2 separate benches
• Tough powdercoated steel frame with solid MDF shelves
• Height-adjustable shelves
• Boltless construction
1220 W x 660 D x 1830mm H
ASTM A36
$139ea. 10 or more $120ea.

Wire Shelving Units
• Stylish chrome finish
• Lockable castors to easily move and reposition the shelving unit
• Height-adjustable shelves
3 Shelf
600 W x 350 D x 850mm H
ASTM A36
$45 10 or more $41ea.
5 Shelf
900 W x 450 D x 1800mm H
ASTM A36
$129 10 or more $117ea.

Industrial Racking Range
• Welded steel end frames and steel beams
in black powdercoated finish
500kg Shelf Weight Capacity
1829 W x 540 D x 1829mm H
ASTM A36
$199 10 or more $180ea.
1000kg Shelf Weight Capacity
1400 W x 540 D x 1833mm H
ASTM A36
$269 10 or more $245ea.
1800 W x 540 D x 1833mm H
ASTM A36
$299 10 or more $272ea.

To view the full range and pricing visit officeworks.com.au/business-furniture
All our furniture is backed by warranties of up to 10 years.